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welcome
to 20-21visual arts centre

Welcome once again to our exhibition and events
leaflet, featuring all the exciting things we’ve got
coming up over the next six months, including

events, workshops and exhibitions. 

The spring sees the gallery filled with colour with a new installation by Liz West which
uses over 700 coloured mirrors to project light up into the roof of the church. Alongside
our contemporary art exhibitions we also show some incredible craft and design. Until
July we have The Other Mountain, a spectacular exhibition of contemporary Chinese
jewellery that comes to us from the National Centre of Craft and Design, and in the summer
we have stunning ceramics from Adele Howitt and papercraft from Naomi Greaves. 

Throughout the May half-term and
summer holidays we look forward to
welcoming more of you to our popular
free exhibition-themed drop-in activities
in the gallery. We also continue to offer
children’s parties, and more
stick’n’splodge sessions for pre-school
children. Finally in the autumn we see
the return of our ever-popular Big Draw
and Pumpkin Day events.

We look forward to seeing you over
the coming months!
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events
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Saturday 16 July
Summer Funday
Join us for a fun packed day of creative
activities and summer fun, themed
around our new exhibitions Black Sheep
– The Darker Side of Felt and Naomi
Greaves’ Paperology. 10am to 4pm.
Free entry.

Wednesday 3 August
Playday
On National Play day thousands of
children and their families get out to
play at hundreds of community events
across the UK. Join us for creative
activities and family fun all linked to
our Paperology exhibition. 10am to
4pm. Free entry.

Sunday 25 September
Sunday Funday
Join us for our annual Sunday Funday,
with fun sci-fi based activities and
making, coinciding with Kirsty E Smith’s
Deep Space Moolog exhibition. 11am -
4pm. Free entry.

Saturday 15 October
Big Draw - Steam Power
With a special Big Draw Day event
including workshops and lots of
drawing fun based on this year’s Big
Draw theme of Steam Power! 10am to
4pm. Free entry.

Saturday 29 October
Pumpkin Day
Join us once more for our ever–popular
day of pumpkin madness for all the
family. Our activity table will be
overflowing with spooky creative
activities. For just £1 you can have even
more pumpkin madness with our
pumpkin carving activity in the
education room. Free entry. 10am to
4pm.

All events are FREE and suitable for
all. Under 8s must be accompanied
by a participating adult.



exhibitions
20-21 Visual Arts Centre has five gallery spaces showing
inspiring work by leading contemporary artists, designers and
craft makers. We show a range of exhibitions so have
something to suit all tastes. Come and relax, exploring the
exhibitions in the spectacular setting of the former St John’s
Church building.  

14 May to 25 June 2016
Our Colour Reflection
Liz West
Our Colour Reflection is an ambitious
new work by artist Liz West, that aims
to transform the interior of the gallery
by using over 700 mirrors. The work
will reflect the gallery lighting into the
roofspace, projecting colour up into the
historic interior. Viewers will see
themselves in the mirrored surfaces as
they explore the space - creating a
dialogue between viewer, artwork and
architecture.

Liz West creates installations that use
light and colour to transform spaces,
and people’s experience of them. She
aims to provoke a heightened sensory
awareness in the viewer, tapping into
our deeply entrenched relationship with
colour, and exploring how it can move
viewers, emotionally, psychologically
and spiritually.

Our Colour Reflection has been made possible by
funding from The National Lottery through Arts
Council England.

Saturday 28 May 2016
Rainbow Wall Drop-in
Family Workshop
Join artist Liz West to create a new
temporary artwork in the gallery
education room. Suitable for all ages.
Children remain the responsibility
parents/carers at all times. 10am to
4pm, free, drop-in.
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23 April to 16 July
To Draw Is To Be Human
This exhibition brings together the work
of five artists that use drawing as the
centre of their practice; narrative,
construction, gesture, mapping and
inscription can be seen as the key
principles that these artists are
investigating through their diverse
practices. 

The selection includes Kate Black’s
illustrations from an imagined and
strange soap opera, Andy Black’s
fantastical and repetitive landscapes,
sculptures and drawings that plot
journeys by Tracey Himsworth, Lucy
O’Donnell’s intriguing and beautiful
drawings, and video work from Sally
Taylor exploring her relationships with
the world around her.

23 April to 16 July
People Watching
Becky Fawcett
People Watching presents a series of
drawings of people from towns in the
Humber region including Scunthorpe,
Doncaster, Grimsby and Goole. Becky
photographs and sketches people going
about their everyday lives. 

She’s concerned with ordinary people,
and chooses to represent people that
are often ignored or overlooked. As a
disabled person herself, she feels an
affinity with the people she draws.

“I am capturing life on paper that is not
glamorous or exciting - but their lives
and stories are interesting and deserve
to be told.”

30 April to 11 June
Northern Routes
Paul Crook
Paul Crook’s paintings depict urban and
suburban environments, rendered in a
seductive pastel palate of colours.
Today, most would consider these
locations, with their harsh surfaces and
steel railings to be bland and every day,
but they still carry echoes of forms and
materials found in the Modernist
utopian architectural visions of the past.

The use of colour activates these
overlooked spaces, leaving the viewer
to speculate over how they might be
sites for an as yet undisclosed story, or
allow them to be seduced by their
colour-soaked surfaces.

Pink Bungalows by Paul Crook
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30 April to 9 July
The Other Mountain:
Contemporary Chinese
Jewellery
The Other Mountain presents stunning
jewellery from contemporary makers.
Exploring recent internationalisation in
contemporary Chinese jewellery design,
The Other Mountain demonstrates how
an increase in academic travel over the
past twenty years has affected these
trends. An increasing number of
Chinese students have had the
opportunity to study in the West and
many of them have returned home to
China, developed their careers and are
now influential in the education of
succeeding generations of students.

The Other Mountain is a touring
exhibition from the National Centre for
Craft and Design and has been curated
by Norman Cherry and Wang Kezhen.

Artists: Bifei Cao, Xiang Dai, Ming Gu, Xin
Guo, Jun Hu, Xiaowang Huang, Qian Jiang,
Xiao Liu, Honggang Lu, Xianou Ni, Jie Sun,
Fei Teng, Zhenghong Wang, Chungang
Wang, Kezhen Wang, Man Yang, Fan Zhang.

18 June to 3 September
Ceramic Landscape
Adele Howitt
For Ceramic Landscape, Adele Howitt
presents a new series of 7 large
ceramic sculptures – intricate, seemingly
delicate, yet robust. In 2012 Adele was
resident artist at Naturalia in Sevilla,
Spain, where she developed an interest
in pollen grains and developed a new
understanding of the living landscape.
Combining this research with influences
from the countryside and coast near her
Humber home, Ceramic Landscape links
nature, imagination and abstraction,
through impressive and stimulating
ceramic artworks.

Ceramic Landscape is supported by public
funding through Arts Council England.

9 July to 29 October
Black Sheep –
The Darker Side of Felt
Felt is thought to be the most ancient
constructed textile in the world. In its
long and fascinating history it has been
used for for everything from military
armour to housing, to cosy winter
garments and conceptual art.
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Black Sheep explores the darker and
edgier side of this extraordinary and
versatile material, showcasing seven
artists from across Europe and North
America who create technically-brilliant,
surreal and sometimes unsettling
artworks. Exhibits range from the odd
and macabre, like Stephanie Mets’
reconstructions of Teddy Ruxbin’s skull,
to the beautiful, such as Horst Couture’s
stunning and elaborate fashionwear.

Black Sheep is a touring exhibition from the
National Centre for Craft and Design.

16 July to 10 September
Paperology
Naomi Greaves
Inspired by natural history, museum
collections and Victorian book
engravings, Paperology features new
prints, jewellery and paper sculptures
by Staffordshire based artist Naomi
Greaves.

“I’ve always been a collector of unusual
things, most of which can be found in
my studio. While some items hold
sentimental attachments, others I’ve
purchased can be quite peculiar and
macabre.”

Combining images sourced from her
own book collection with antique
papers carefully sourced and purchased,
together with her passion for print,
Paperology embraces her inspirations.

23 July to 12 November
The Ambiguity of
Appearance 
John Creighton
John Creighton presents a series of new
digital prints made using iPad ‘apps’
such as Art Rage and Procreate. The
work explores the possibilities of using
digital drawing tools, and often uses
several types of software to produce
rich layers and complex textures. 

The images evolve by working with a
limited number of pictorial elements,
devices, and game rules. The digital
technologies allow him to work freely
and intuitively with these elements,
creating strange, surreal, and timeless
landscapes.
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23 July to 10 September
The Ray Gun Show
Inspired by Sci-Fi past and present, and
by artist Claus Oldenberg’s ray gun
collections – for this exhibition in our
gallery showcase, we will be inviting
artists to submit ray guns of every
shape, use and description.

17 September to 12 November
Deep Space Moolog
Kirsty E Smith
Kirsty E Smith creates curious sculptural
objects that are otherworldly, but at the
same time strangely familiar. For Deep
Space Moolog she will be making a
new series of plinth-based works,
placed in a constructed environment
built to resemble a classic sci-fi set,
complete with spacerocks, control panel
and printed lunar backdrop.

However all is not as it seems; the
images used in the backdrop are
actually photographs taken in
Derbyshire’s Creswell Crags, a system of
caves, whose cave-art some believe
was created over 40,000 years ago.

Through this series of intriguing objects
and settings, Kirsty weaves together
elements of a forgotten past and an
imagined future.

Deep Space Moolog had been created with
the support of funding from The National
Lottery through Arts Council England.

10 September to 12 November
Icon/Iconoclast
Annabel McCourt
For Icon/Iconoclast Annabel McCourt
draws on her years working with prolific
youth offenders in Grimsby. The
resulting series of powerful images are
printed on paper-vellum and enriched
with 24 carat gold.
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Ray Gun by Martin Currie
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The work questions society's labelling 
of youth offenders and the media's
obsession with badges of honour. 
The portraits are intended to emulate
religious devotional paintings, elevating
the status, and yet fragility of the
subject. Ultimately the powerful images
are to leave the viewer questioning
who they are looking at - icon or
iconoclast?

Sculpture Courtyard:

6 August to 26 November
The Construction and
Deconstruction of an
Army Tank
Peter Mountain
The culmination of a research period
spent at Salford University’s Department
of Virtual Environments, sculptor Peter
Mountain will build a life-sized
sculpture of a US army tank, working
from data downloaded from a website
that supplies virtual objects for the
computer games industry.

Created using a complex jigsaw of CNC
milled wooden boards and pallets, the
completed sculpture has involved
deconstructing every element of the
digital model and then working out
how this can be translated into the new
dramatic sculptural form.

The Deconstruction and Reconstruction of an
Army Tank by Peter Mountain is supported
by the National Lottery through Arts Council
England.

Coming Soon!

12 November to 4 February
20-21 Open
Exhibition 2016
We’re delighted to welcome the return
of our open exhibiton, featuring work
from talented artists across the region
selected by special guest judges. For
details of how to take part visit
www.2021visualartscentre.co.uk/open
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If you are an artist interested 
in exhibiting at 20-21 Visual
Arts Centre please contact
20-21.epd@northlincs.gov.uk 
for an application pack.



In addition to our on-site exhibitions,
20-21 also organises touring projects,
taking the great exhibitions we
organise for Scunthorpe, to galleries
and museums throughout the country.
Recent tours have taken our shows to
the four corners of the UK including
exhibitions in Wales, Scotland and
Northern Ireland.

Current and
Forthcoming
Touring Shows:
Beastly Machines
Kinetic sculpture by Johnny White.

7 May to 6 November – 
Bradford Industrial Museum

Pirates, Pants & Wellyphants
An insight into the world of author and
children’s illustrator Nick Sharratt.

16 April to 25 June – 
Chapel Gallery, Ormskirk

9 July to 3 September – 
Worcester City Art Gallery and Museum

17 September to 12 November – 
Mansfield Museum

Everyday Objects
Intriguing and imaginative experimental
design by Jason Taylor.

9 July to 27 August – 
The Civic, Barnsley

AniMotion
Interactive animated artworks.

9 July to 4 September – 
Maritime Museum, Hull

17 September to 12 November – 
Chapel Gallery, Ormskirk

touring exhibitions

Exhibitions are available to hire 
by galleries, museums and public
venues. Please contact our Touring 
Exhibitions Officer, Janine Parrish 
on 01724 297076 or email
janine.parrish@northlincs.gov.uk
for further information.

For tour schedules and further
information about 20-21 Visual 
Arts Centre touring exhibitions, 
please visit our website
www.2021visualartscenter.co.uk
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Tracey Beaker ©
Jacqueline Wilson and

Nick Sharratt. From Pirates
Pants and Wellyphants
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workshops for adults
Getting Back to 
Basics at 20-21
New for 2016! Due to the popularity 
of our first Getting Back to Basics art
techniques workshop programme, we
are pleased to offer a further series
starting in September 2016. These will
run once a month on a Saturday,
10:30am to 3:00pm for just £25 per
person, student discount available for
16 to 18 year olds.

Why not have a scrumptious lunch in
our 20-21 Cafe and receive a free hot
drink with your Getting Back to Basics
workshop booking? For more
information please call 01724 297070.

Saturday 28 May
Rainbow Wall 
with Liz West
Join artist Liz West to create a new
temporary artwork in the gallery
education room. Suitable for all ages.
Children remain the responsibility
parents/carers at all times. 
10am to 4pm, free, drop-in.

Saturday 6 August
Mono Printing Family
workshop with Naomi
Greaves
Mono Printing Family workshop with
Naomi Greaves. 10am to 4pm. Just £6
per participant. Suitable for all ages.
Children remain the responsibility of
their parents/carers at all times.

Saturday 12 November
Silver Enamelling with
Alex Hallows
Work with artist Alex Hallows to create
a beautiful, unique enamelled piece.
10am to 4pm £30 per person plus
material costs. Suitable for over 18s.

For more information or to book a
place on any of the above workshops
please call 01724 297070 or visit our
website, Facebook and Twitter sites
for updates.
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Life Drawing
We will be offering a new series of
untutored Life Drawing sessions from
September 2016. £6 for 2 hours,
once a month on a Saturday
morning, 10:30am to 12:30pm.
Please contact us for details.

Gift vouchers
Stuck for something different to 
give as a gift, why not give one of
our Gift Vouchers. They can be used
for our exclusive gift shop with many
unique artist made items and all our
workshops can be booked and given
as a gift too.



artivities
Our artivities are free for
visitors but any donation
towards the activity is
very welcome. 
They are available Tuesday to
Saturday between10am to 4pm
and suitable for all ages, under 8s
must be with a participating
adults.

May 21, 24, 25, 26, 27 Urban Landscapes

May 28, 31 Anamorphic Artworks

Jun 1, 2, 3 Woolly Faces

Jun 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 Oriental Pendants

Jun 11, 14, 15, 16, 17 Geo Colours

Jun 18, 21, 22, 23, 24 Pictures in Word

Jun 25, 28, 29, 30 Another You

Jul 1 Another You

Jul 2, 5, 6, 7, 8 Manga Character Pins

Jul 9, 12, 13, 14, 15 Portraits of Symmetry

Jul 16, 19, 20, 21, 22 Summer Fun Day

Jul 23, 26 Mysterious Beast Masks

Jul 27, 28, 29 3D Landscapes

Jul 30 Bugs Life

Aug 2, 3, 4, 5 Bug’s Life

Aug 3 Play Day

Aug 4, 5 Seascapes

Aug 6, 9 What’s in the draw?

Aug 10, 11, 12 Coral structures

Aug 13, 16 Animal Heads

Aug 17, 18, 19 Skull Bracelets

Aug 20, 23 Fan of Animals

Aug 24, 25, 26 Beastly Head Dresses

Aug 27, 30 Pasta Shapes

Aug 31 Sept 1, 2 Felt Badges

Sep 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 Transparent Wings

Sep 10, 13, 14, 15, 16 Icon Viewfinder

Sep 17, 20, 21, 22, 23 Your Universe

Sep 24, 27, 28, 29, 30 Spiral Tank

Oct 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 21st Century Icons

Oct 8, 11, 12, 13, 14 Now you see me now you don’t!

Oct 15, 18, 19, 20, 21 Big Draw Day

Oct 22, 26, My own little world!

Oct 26 , 27, 28 Build it up!

Oct 29 Pumpkin Day

12



café at 20-21
Visit our newly refurbished and
accessible café overlooking the
sculpture courtyard and tranquil 
gallery garden. If you are looking for
a working lunch, a relaxing escape from
shopping, or catching up with friends,
we serve hot and cold meals, snacks,
delicious cakes, freshly ground coffee,
speciality teas and cold drinks, all 
at reasonable prices.

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10am – 3pm
Hot food is cooked to order between
11.30am and 2pm. Children’s menu
and specials available.

Browse our stunningly designed shop area to discover artist created jewellery,
studio ceramics, glassware, prints, textiles, stationery, wood and sculpture
items and a fantastic selection of handmade cards. We stock high quality,
unusual and distinctive work, supporting the artists that we represent by
promoting and selling their work.

Kerry Tremlett Linda Styles

shop at 20-21 www.ownart.org.uk
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New Makers for 2016

Sarah RickardAs The Crow Flies
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get crafty
Part of the ‘Do Something Different’
sessions for adults with disabilities,
20-21 is running free drop in
sessions and one-off artist
workshops every Wednesday (Term
Time only), 1pm to 4pm where
adults can join in with our arts and
crafts activities. For more
information call 01724 297070.

Creative fun for the under 5s. Sessions
are just £1 per child and run every
Thursday morning 10:30am –
12:00pm. For more information please
call 01724 297070.

NEW! Stick and Splodge Parties
We have also offer Stick and Splodge
parties for the under 5's, again we have
a number of themes to choose from.
£8:50 per child or £90 minimum
charge.

Here is what one parent had to say
about her sons recent Stick and Splodge
party: "The little ones loved every
minute. It's an excellent venue with
very attentive staff and from the
parents view point nothing to do but
bring a cake!" Mummy of Charlie (2yrs)

Clay tile workshop with artist Halima Cassell 

children’s parties
Ages 5-10. Book a playful, imaginative
and creative birthday party. We offer a
choice of craft activities to suit ages 5 to
10. All parties include a craft activity,
treasure hunt in the gallery, food and
drinks, party games, prizes and lots and
lots of fun. 

NEW - Hot food now available 
(extra 50p per child). Parties cost 
£9 per child (minimum charge £90).
For booking and further information
call 01724 297070 or visit:
www.northlincs.gov.uk/20-21



facilities

Conference Facilities
Space at 20-21 is available to hire for
meetings, seminars, workshops and
training days. Free WiFi, presentation
equipment and buffet lunches are also
available. For further information about
our facilities and services, please call 
01724 297070.

Facebook & Twitter
If you are a member of Facebook or
Twitter you can now follow or become a
friend of 20-21. Find us by typing ‘20-21
Visual Arts Centre’ into the search box. 

access
20-21 is fully accessible and has an
easy access toilet. There are parking
spaces for blue badge holders adjacent
to the centre, on the High Street.

• The café and gallery are fully 
accessible to pushchairs and 
wheelchairs.
• We have Large Print versions of the 
café menu.
• Baby changing facilities are available 
and 20-21 is a breastfeeding friendly 
venue.
• Guide and hearing dogs are welcome.
• A wheelchair is available for public use.
• Large print versions of interpretive 
texts are available for each exhibition.

education service
20-21 offers an education service with creativity and learning at its core,
complementing our rich and changing exhibition programme. We welcome all
schools, colleges and alternative education groups and offer a wide range of
workshops, activities and creative teacher training sessions to suit most school
requirements.

Our education staff are on hand to discuss 
how 20-21 can accommodate your needs,
please contact 01724 297070 or email
education.2021@northlincs.gov.uk for an
informal chat. You can keep up to date with
our education workshops and projects by
following our Education at 20-21 blog at
www.educationat2021.blogspot.com
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20-21 Visual Arts Centre, 
Church Square, Scunthorpe, DN15 6TB
Tel: 01724 297070 Fax: 01724 297080
Email: 20-21.epd@northlincs.gov.uk 
www.2021VisualArtsCentre.co.uk

opening times
Open: Tue - Sat, 10am to 4pm
Closed: Sun, Mon & Bank Holidays

Late night: Thu 19 November until 8pm
Café: Tue - Sat, 10am - 3pm

parking
Two hours free parking is available in
Carlton Street car park (ticket must be
displayed). Next to the church on the
High Street (accessed from Brigg road)
are: 15 free one-hour spaces and blue
badge parking bays.

cctv
For the safety and security of visitors,
staff and artworks, CCTV is in operation
throughout the centre.

in the exhibition spaces
20-21 politely asks visitors not to eat
and drink in the exhibition spaces or
touch the artworks, as this can cause
damage. If you have any questions
during your visit, please ask a member
of staff, who will be happy to help.

unaccompanied children
It is our policy to encourage parents and
carers to accompany children on visits.
Children remain the responsibility of
their parents/carers at all times.

how to find us
20-21 is situated on Brigg Road (A1029).
The public entrance to the centre is via
Church Square. By road: Exit the M180
at junction 4. Follow the signs to A18
(Scunthorpe) and then the A1029 (Brigg
Road). By rail/bus: The centre is a 15
minute walk from Scunthorpe railway
station and a five minute walk from the
bus station.

admission is free

A large print text transcript of this leaflet is available on request 

information

Ref: 11051




